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Evidence has accumulated recently supporting the notion that 
structures of solid solutions have been misunderstood since the 
inception of X-ray diffraction.1 Flags abound in the crystallo-
graphic record that signal caution when examining mixed crystals 
grown under kinetic control.2 This is particularly true of the 
optical descriptions of the many crystals whose morphologies are 
at variance with their optical properties.3 Therefore, we began 
structural studies of mixed crystals of simple isomorphous salts,4 

including NaClO3 and NaBrO3.
5 NaCUBri_^03, previously 

studied by X-ray diffraction and formerly treated as ideal, cubic, 
solid solutions, reveal secondary low-symmetry structures here
tofore unappreciated. The structures question the general 
applicability of the Law of Isomorphism to mixed crystals. 

Anomalous birefringence in cubes OfNaClO3 was first observed 
by Mitscherlich in 18466 and commented on subsequently7 for 
NaCl*Bri-j03. Mitscherlich's greatest contribution, the Law of 
Isomorphism,8 was based on the observation that some simple 
crystalline salts could be mixed without affecting habit; ions were 
exchanged willy-nilly, seemingly without affecting structure.9 Our 
intuition about solid solutions is inherited from him—the solute 
should be distributed randomly.1 The optical anisotropy in 
NaCl,Br,_x03 implies a reduction from cubic symmetry, but 
unfortunately it has been hard to interpret. Brauns said that the 
crystals look "so complicated, that I have not obtained a clear 
picture".3" Recent observers treated the birefringence as a 
nuisance.10 

We reproduced birefringent NaCIjBrI-^O3 crystals by evap
orating water solutions of varying composition. Crystals were 
selected from large reservoirs. Compositional homogeneity was 
confirmed by analyzing for BrO3

-. Solutions made from frag-
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Figure 1. Ideal form of the twinning in a cube of NaCl.vBrNvOj. Vibration 
directions indicate six growth sectors that are mimetically twinned to 
give an object with T symmetry optically. The semiquantitative 
indicatrices of each sector are represented; differences in the dimensions 
of the principal directions are exaggerated such that their orientations 
may be perceived. In crystals with composition NaClo.8oBro.2o03: 2V = 
90°, optic axes (OA) are within 2° of b and c and n„ (1.512) and ny 

(1.532) are diagonally oriented in the plane of the growth face, while the 
optic normal (ON), n,i (1.522), is perpendicular to it.12 The tetrahedral 
arrangement is approximate as the 2-fold axes that relate opposite faces 
penetrate triclinic sectors that do not have formal 2-fold symmetry. 

ments cut from the interior and exterior of single crystals were 
titrated against standard S2O3

2- solutions; differences were ± 1 %.'' 
Striking demarcations in the interference colors revealed six 
growth sectors tiled in such a way that they mimicked a cubic 
form {100). We constructed the optical indicatrices12 shown in 
Figure 1 by viewing their projections in polished thin section, as 
did Brauns.13 When polarized light is incident to a growth face, 
the relative retardation is maximized and the vibration directions 
are oriented diagonally in the square face. Viewed in an 
orthogonal direction, the vibrations are aligned with cube edges. 
Adjacent {100) sectors are typically related to one another optically 
by 3-fold rotations about the body diagonals to give an assembly 
that optically appears to have T point symmetry. Less regular 
arrangements are common when the twinning mechanism fails 
to operate on a particular face. 

We polished sections from the center of crystals with a regular 
cubic {100} habit. Sectors showing homogeneous interference 
colors in crossed polarized light were chosen for further inves
tigation. Cube fragments (~ 0.05mm3) were excised with a razor 
blade and mounted in a known orientation for X-ray diffraction 
studies.14 An earlier single crystal study of NaClxBr,^O3 featured 
a cubic structure, space group Pl \ 3, with a statistical distribution 
of guests among the host sites (R = 0.057).15 This structure is 
inconsistent with the optical characteristics. 
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According to the local symmetry argument,1 we should expect 
a monoclinic structure since the only symmetry operation ideally 
expressed by (100) is the perpendicular 2i axis. X-ray structures 
for fragments I and II, containing equal amounts of ClO3

- and 
BrO3

-, had monoclinic lattice parameters; /3s were 90.18(2)° and 
90.21(2)°, respectively.16 Symmetry reduction is achieved by 
the selective occupancy of host sites. Anion positions that would 
be symmetry related in pure NaClO3 refine as pairs with unequal 
ClO3

- occupancies in Fl\. But, on indexing the faces of the 
oriented cube fragments, we were surprised to find that the 2\ 
axis lies in the plane of the growth face. A monoclinic indicatrix 
requires that a principal tensor element be aligned with the 
symmetry axis b. If this were the case, then the vibration directions 
could not be oriented diagonally in the plane containing b. 
Therefore, the sectors must be triclinic. For Pl refinements of 
I and II, where halate sites are not linked by symmetry, ClO3

-

occupancies were 0.36(1), 0.53(1), 0.41(1), 0.64(1), and 
0.37(1), 0.50(1), 0.37(1), 0.63(1), respectively.17 

Comparative refinements (R, Rv, and Rm)18 invariably favored 
Pl as compared to P2\3 and P12il within the constraints set by 
Hamiltion's test.19 Refinements were divergent in P2ill and 
P112). For example, in structure II: P2i3 (R = 0.064, Rw = 
0.118, Rm = 0.069); P12,l (R = 0.031, /?w = 0.042); Pl (R = 
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0.029, /?w = 0.037). Significant violations (//<r(/) > 10) were 
observed for odd reflections of the type A00, OkO, and 00/; 0/fcO 
violations were least pronounced. Five treatments of data sets 
(I-V) from crystals containing between 21% and 78% ClO3

- are 
presented in the supplementary material. For example, the Pl 
input structure for I was generated from the refined Pl i structure 
by application of the 2-fold screw axis. At this stage no other 
positional or thermal parameters were optimized, thus minimizing 
added variables. 

We established, unequivocally, the link between optical 
anisotropy and nonstatistical guest-site occupancies by annealing 
crystal I in a sand bath at 258 0C for 4 h.10 The formerly biaxial 
fragment became isotropic, and 0 diminished from 90.18(2)° to 
90.02( 1) °. The X-ray structure displayed a statistical distribution 
of ClO3

- site occupancies in Pl, 0.48(1), 0.50(1), 0.48(1), and 
0.50(1), with R = 0.022, /?w = 0.033. This was the only structure 
(VI) satisfactorily refined in PlxI with R = 0.027, R* = 0.041, 
Rm = 0.076; Rm = 0.105 before annealing. We hope to report 
the structural dependence on annealing time and the impurity 
distributions in NaCUBr1^O3 crystals grown under conditions in 
which the {111} habit is dominant. 
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